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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

SOSBIS Board of Directors

There have been a few staff
chances since the beginning of
summer. I am sure you will
soon have a chance to meet
the team members. As always,
we strive to find great professionals who come with skill
and caring attitudes. We are
happy to welcome Michelle
Aragon to our Brain Injury
Linda Sankey
team as Brain Injury Case
Manager. Sondra Barriskill has returned as a Support Worker. Many of you met her last summer as
our summer student. We are also going to welcome
Brittany Devereau who will join our Brain Injury
team as a Group Program Facilitator.

Mark Spalding, President
Marissa Hilton McPherson, Vice-President
Crystal Smith, Secretary/Treasurer
Stephen Barbour, Director
Alex Hosner, Director
Colleen Sanford, Director

We have been focusing our attention on spreading
information about our Brain Injury programs over
the summer months. We made a presentation to a
group of physicians in July. We talked about the
many free programs and services that are available to
Brain Injury survivors and how physicians can refer
patients.
We also made two separate presentations to hospital
social workers in Oliver and Penticton.
We are really excited about our upcoming Comedy
Tour Fundraiser. It will feature three Canadian comedians who will focus their evening talking about
the Human Condition. If you can, please find a
group of friends and buy your tickets in advance. You can contact the venue to reserve seating
for your group.
We will also be featuring a silent auction to help
raise funds to support our programs. There will be
an interesting selection of items to bid on, so come
with your chequebook!
Please go to eventbrite.com to purchase tickets on
line, or come to the office to buy one in person.
Looking forward to a busy autumn. Hope to see
you soon.
Warm Regards Linda Sankey, Executive Director
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SOSBIS Staff
Linda Sankey, Executive Director
Marjan Kroes, Executive Assistant
Bronwyn Blade, Financial Assistant
Tammy Sparkes, Receptionist
Annemarie de Jong, Stroke Navigator Program
Michelle Aragon, Acquired Brain Injury Programs
Brittany Devereau, Acquired Brain Injury Programs
Sondra Barriskill, Support Worker
Lindsay Moore, Housing Facilitator
Lisa Fedoriw, Housing Facilitator
Crystal Kruger, Outreach Support Worker
Angie Eneas, Outreach Support Worker
Gary Rich, Property Manager
Dave Gold, Building Maintenance
Jack Timmer, Building Maintenance

Be sure to stay up-to-date with all SOSBIS
events by following & ‘Liking’ us on Facebook! South Okanagan Similkameen Brain
Injury Society or
visit our website
www.sosbis.com
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This newsletter is published quarterly by the Brain Injury Society for the benefit of people with brain injuries,
their families, friends, health care professionals and the
interested public.
Brainwaves welcomes letters and relevant articles for publication, but reserves the right to edit any accepted submissions for clarity and length. A signature, address, and telephone number are required.
The Brain Injury Society and Brainwaves editors take no
responsibility for, nor do they necessarily agree with, the
opinions contained in articles, letters or advertising.
If you have moved or would like to be taken off our
mailing list, contact: 250-490-0613 or
email: info@sosbis.com
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STROKE NAVIGATOR PROGRAM
In our previous newsletters we informed you about
the Stroke Navigator Program, a non-medical, community support service that assists stroke survivors
and their caregivers with the adjustment to life after
stroke and the integration back into the
community.
In the last few months we have worked
hard to get the word out and inform
health professionals and community agencies about the program, and with success.
In this newsletter we would like to give
you an update on the work we have been
doing and we would like to invite you to
share your experience and tell other people about our services.

World Café – A Community Conversation
around Life after Stroke

On July 9th the Stroke Recovery Association of BC
(SRABC) and March of Dimes Canada (MODC)
held a World Café in partnership with UBC to stimulate community discussions about how to support
quality of life and the social reintegration of stroke
survivors in this area. Awareness of the unique needs
and issues facing this region is an essential first step
in informing the development of relevant community-based and patient-oriented services and programs.
The meeting was attended by stroke survivors, caregivers and service providers (health authority and
community agencies) and through group dialogue it
aimed to get a better understanding of the community’s context: its resources, challenges, barriers and
possible solutions.
One of the solutions that came up during the World
Café was the need for a contact person, somebody
that can help navigate and coordinate services, especially after hospital discharge. There was a lot of enthusiasm for the Stroke Navigator Program as offered by the Brain Injury Society and so far unique
in this area.

Presentation Stroke Navigator Program – Team
of Social Work Penticton Hospital
The Stroke Navigator Program provides services to
stroke survivors and caregivers at any time, which
may vary from a few days/weeks after the stroke
happened until even months or years later. The program wants to focus specifically on collaborating
with the hospital to ensure that stroke survivors
learn about the program, allowing them to access
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our services in early stage of recovery and make sure
that there is a smooth transition from the hospital to
living back in the community.
The presentation that we held in the middle of July to
the team of social workers was well attended and
there were a lot of questions regarding the supports
we offer, about the referral process and how people
can benefit from the program, even if it appears that they’re functioning well in the
hospital.
Connections have been made especially with
the social workers from the Rehab Unit and
Acute Care (Penticton and Oliver hospital)
and we are seeing an increase in hospital referrals over the last month.

You can be an ambassador

If you are a stroke survivor or caregiver and
want to help us promote our programs, you can!
Share with your medical team your experience with
our programs and how it has helped you in your recovery.
We have information packages for you to take to your
medical appointment. Please contact the Stroke Navigator for more information.
If you are interested in our program(s) or if you know
somebody who may benefit from our services, please
contact the Brain Injury Society by phone, email or
walk-in.
This program is supported by United Way Southern
Interior BC, Community Foundation South Okanagan Similkameen, Brain Injury Alliance, Okanagan
Fest of Ale and ICBC.
Submitted by Annemarie de Jong, ABI Case Manager

RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
Please contact the office before attending any of
the groups. Group numbers are limited due to
space and safety.
Bowling
Roll N Stones Fun Centre,
1035 Westminster Ave. West
Volunteer Facilitator: Tina
To find out the schedule for all groups drop in to the office for a copy of the current calendar or see it posted on
our Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/SOSBIS).
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FACILITATED GROUPS

share their writings in a safe and accepting setting;
expressing their points of view.

Please contact your Case Manager for more information about start dates & times 250-490-0613.
Groups have limited seating and some have waiting lists so before attending any of these groups
you must contact your Case Manager.

The emphasis of this group is about expressions of
thought rather than grammatical knowledge.

Brain Injury 101
If we think about the brain controlling everything we
do, then an injury to the brain can
affect everything we do. A brain
injury can change everything
about us in a matter of seconds
and the impact on a person is often life changing. Our Brain Injury 101 program provides information on the different areas of
the brain and their main functions through education,
exercises and group discussion.
The group is open to brain injury survivors and caregivers.
Reading Out Loud
When we read, we are using our visual pathways to
form memory links. We remember the material because it was something we say.
Relying only on visual memory
may leave us with many gaps,
and so we have to find other
ways to remember things. When
reading out loud, we form auditory links in our memory pathways. We remember ourselves
saying it out loud, and so not
only from visual but also auditory pathways.
While some participants may be regaining their ability
to read and comprehend, others might be avid readers and share their delight of reading with others.
This is a safe setting for participants to discuss and
share their opinions about what was read.

Creative Art
Creative Art is a place where all clients of all skill levels and capabilities can find a place to create, problem
solve and socialize while
enhancing fine motor
skills. Typically, we create
seasonal items such as
Christmas Center pieces,
garden items, as well as a
lot of opportunity for
individuals who knit and
crochet. This group can feel free to take home their
creations or contribute to our yearly Christmas Dinner/AGM and summer Crafters Markets.
Afford Your Dream (Budgeting)
We will be offering a fun course on budgeting and
money management. This program will include organizational skills and financial planning whether it is to
establish a better monthly budget or set goals to save
for a holiday or bigger item.
Fishing Fun
This is a great opportunity to lend your fishing expertise. If you are new to fishing or have never tried it,
this will be a fun opportunity to
explore something new in a
supportive environment. All
skills levels are welcome.
We will be planning for two
local fishing trips in August and
then further fishing adventures
into the fall. We will talk about
fishing regulations, how to apply for your fishing license, water safety and more. SOSBIS has fishing
rods and tackle to loan.

Writing Out Loud
Writing Out Loud is a creative and expressive way to
communicate thought, whether through journalizing,
poetry, short stories or simply writing down a few
words. Participants develop their social skills as they
BRAINWAVES
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FUNDRAISER SEPTEMBER 10
The Human Condition Comedy Tour will be stopping by at Bar One in Penticton Sept 10th to support SOSBIS.
If you'd like to attend this comedy show tickets can
be purchased online through Eventbrite https://
www.eventbrite.ca/e/the-human-condition-comedy-tour… there will
also be tickets at the door. Once you have purchased
your tickets you can call Bar One at 250-490-9301 to
reserve a table for your group.
There will also be a silent auction table for you to
bid on items that have been donated for the event.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all
those that have donated to our silent auction.
We look forward to seeing you all at the comedy
show on September 10 at 8:00 p.m.

BRAINWAVES

IODE DONATION

The ladies from the Diamond Jubilee Chapter IODE
stopped by the office recently with a donation. Their generosity will assist us with providing a wide variety of services to our clients. We want to thank them very much for
their continued support of our programs.
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PWD & CPP-D(ISABILITY)
Both are disability benefits but they are very different in terms of who is eligible for each one and what additional
benefits are included.
Canada Pension Plan Disability (CPP-D)
CPP-D is a federal program that provides financial assistance to those that are unable to work because of a severe
and prolonged disability. In order to be eligible to receive CPP-D you must have made Canada Pension Plan contributions through your employment. Eligibility for CPP-D is assessed in terms of your ability to work.
Persons with Disabilities (PWD)
PWD is the provincial disability program in British Columbia. It is a category of income assistance provided by
the Ministry of Social Development and Poverty Reduction. It is a disability program aimed towards low income
individuals who have prolonged medical conditions (mental and/or physical) that require assistance with their
daily living activities from another person, animal or assistive device. Eligibility for PWD is assessed in terms of
your ability to complete daily living tasks such as grooming, cooking etc.
CPP-D recipients may receive provincial disability benefits (PWD) in the form of a top-up if their CPP-D benefits fall below the provincial minimum.
Applying for disability assistance can be very complex and eligibility criteria and assistance rates change over time.
If you have a brain injury and want to know if you are eligible for a PWD-top up, please contact the Brain Injury
Society. Our Stroke Navigator and Brain Injury Case Manager can provide you more information based on your
individual situation and they can assist you with the application process.
PWD (Persons with Disabilities)

BC Provincial Government Program

Governed and delivered by “The Ministry
of Social Development and Poverty Reduction (MSDPR

Support, shelter and transportation allowance

Benefits available (medical, dental, annual
bus pass amount)

Not income taxable

Cannot be garnished

Employment earnings allowed up to
$12,000/year

Only allowed up to 30 days absence from
the province

CPP-D (Canada Pension Plan - Disability)

Federal Government Program

Governed and delivered by Service Canada

Minimum amount is based on years employed and CPP contributions for a single
person

No benefits available

Income taxable

Can be garnished

Employment earnings allowed up to
$5,500/year (2017)

Can live anywhere in Canada

Submitted by: Annemarie de Jong, ABI Case Manager

Source: https://askanadvocate.ca/ and http://disabilityalliancebc.org/

Be sure to stay up-to-date with all SOSBIS events
by following & ‘Liking’
us on Facebook! South
Okanagan Similkameen
Brain Injury Society or
visit our website www.sosbis.com
BRAINWAVES

BBQ THANKS
We would like to thank the following Penticton stores
Save-On Foods, Safeway, Super Store, IGA as well as
Nesters in Summerland for their donations to our
client BBQs. We appreciate your generosity.
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AGUR LAKE
On July 26 we headed out to Agur Lake Camp for
the day. Agur Lake is located about 30 minutes outside of Summerland and the camp is barrier free for
people with disabilities. SOSBIS clients and members have been attending this annual event for many
years. A total of 19 people joined in the fun this
year!
The weather was beautiful and perhaps even a tad
bit too warm in the afternoon. Luckily we found
shade under the gazebo, had delicious sandwiches
and some homemade treats. We also enjoyed a
campfire, marshmallow roast and s’mores.
It was a great day in nature and the day was filled
with friendship, food, rest and activities. Many people fished off the fully accessible dock, explored the
many pathways around the camp, or played games
including basketball and horseshoes. We even had
someone bring up their golf clubs to practice some
putting.
Thank you to all that joined in for the fun day! Also
a big thank you to Randy and Mona, our Agur Lake
Camp hosts, as well as to the staff and volunteers
who help out to make this such a great event. We
hope to see everyone again next year!
Submitted by Michelle Aragon, ABI Case Manager

BRAINWAVES
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HOW TO BE A GOOD TENANT
Here are seven steps on how one can be a good and
respectful tenant and
some simple ways on
how to maintain your
housing.
Good Credit
Now a day, a lot of landlords will do credit checks
before entering into a
tenancy agreement with a tenant. Having a good credit score indicates that you are financially responsible
and will pay your rent on time. You can find many
online services to check your credit score before a
landlord would like the information.
Income
In order to pay rent on time, a tenant must have a
steady income and know that paying their rent is a
top priority. Being able to have budgeting skill is a
productive way of knowing how much of each
paycheque needs to be put towards a person's rent
and bills. Paying one's bills on time can also affect
being a good tenant. If a tenant does not pay their
bills on time, these late notices can be sent to the
landlord, and the company may hold the landlord accountable for any late or none payment.
Stability
Being able to show stability is a good indicator as to
whether or not a person will be a good tenant. A
landlord can ask for past rental and job history to determine this.
Good Rental History
Rental history gives the landlord a glimpse on whether an individual made a good tenant in the past. The
landlord can ask for information to speak to at least
the last two previous places a person has rented.
Questions like: if the rent was paid on time, if the tenant was quiet, clean, and if bills were paid on time.
Making sure to leave a tenancy is just as important as
how you make the new one.
Respect
One of the best ways to tell if an induvial makes a
good tenant is if they are respectful. Not only does a
good tenant pay the rent and other bills on time, but
they take care of maintenance issues that are their responsibility. If they respect a landlord, they will alert a
landlord if there is something that needs attention.
Things to keep in mind when showing how to be reBRAINWAVES

spectful is, showing up to the viewing on time, and
being helpful during the application process. Remember, a respectful tenant will shine through as a
good tenant.
Honesty
A good tenant is an honest tenant. During the application process, remember always to answer questions
honestly. Because there is information that a landlord
can figure out by calling previous landlords or previous employers and being honest from the start is always a positive way to start a tenancy.
Cleanliness
A good tenant will protect their investment, their
home, by taking care of the property and keeping it
clean. One way a person can show they are a clean
tenant is making sure that their home kept tidy. It is a
lot easier to maintain a home when regular cleaning is
done like the bathroom, kitchen, and living room.
These areas are usually used the most and are easy to
be kept clean is a small tidy is done daily.
Submitted by Sondra Barriskill, ABI/Tenant Support Worker
https://www.mashvisor.com/blog/8-things-make-good-tenant/

The summer
BBQs are
always a great
opportunity
for clients and
staff to enjoy
the sunshine
& socialize.

Brain Injury Support Services

Have you or a loved one experienced a brain injury or
stroke? If so, a Case Manager at the Brain Injury Society is
happy to meet with you to discuss your situation and
answer your questions.
Case Managers are advocates who can help you plan,
problem solve or assist you to navigate the myriad of
applications or forms which you may now be entitled to
accessing benefits from.
Case Managers can offer emotional
support and work with you to ensure that
your needs are met.
You are welcome to book an intake
appointment by calling our office
250-490-0613.
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8 Ways to Keep Rats and Mice from
Invading Your Home
No matter how tiny
they are, rats and
mice have the capability to wreak havoc
at your home. One
highly rated provider
shares eight ways to
keep rats and mice
away.

3. Examine your roof
The roof of the house should be well examined for
rodents as well. Check the ventilators, shingles and
chimneys for any breakages, gaps or leaks. If found,
the gaps should be filled in, and the chimney has to
be kept capped to ensure that no rodents can enter
the home through it.

4. Pay close attention to your garden

No matter how tiny they are, rodents (rats, mice)
have the capability to wreak havoc at your home. Not
only are they irritating, but they can cause a lot of material damage and health issues.

The garden area also should be properly inspected, to
see that there are no piles of rubbish or lots of overgrowth that can be perfect living locations for rats. If
there are any tree branches that are close to your
house, these can be used as passage by rodents to enter into your home. Therefore, the garden must be
well maintained.

5. Watch for pipe or wire lines

Rodents can chew up things at your home, spoil
food, spread a number of diseases and inflame or create allergies. So, before they find access to your home
and start making trouble, it is vital to rodent proof
your home.

Any pipe or wire lines that enter the house from the
outside can be possible passage for rodents. Metal
rodent guards can be used to avoid access.

When it comes to rodent proofing your home, you
will need to locate all the points that can allow entry
to rats or mice and seal all those places. It is also crucial that you maintain proper hygiene and sanitary
conditions so as to discourage rodent infestation. If
you follow these action steps, you can certainly keep
rodents at bay.

Rodent proofing requires that adequate cleanliness is
maintained, especially in the areas where food is
cooked and kept, as any leftovers or open food can
invite rodents. The concealed areas in the kitchen
should be kept clean, and unfinished food of pets
should be disposed off immediately.

1. Inspect your foundation

As far as possible, clutter and piling up of things
should be avoided, as these places can become a
home for the rodents.

To rodent proof your home, you should start with
inspecting the foundation of your building with an
aim to discover any holes or gaps. The holes that are
large enough to allow for entry to the rodents should
be blocked. The best material to block the gaps is a
wire mesh or black foam.

2. Check all entry points
The next step towards rodent proofing should be to
inspect all the entry points of your home, such as the
doors and windows. It must be made sure that all the
windows and doors close properly, without leaving
any gap in between that can act as an entry point for
rodents. In order to bridge any gap, metal kick plates
can be used.
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6. Cleanliness is a must

7. Avoid clutter

8. Keep your garbage sealed
Garbage must be kept in sealed bags or containers,
and any kind of debris should be removed. It is essential to take care of hygiene and sanitation in order to
rodent proof your home.
By implementing these techniques, you can assist in
keeping your house from being bombarded with an
onslaught of rodents and provide both yourself and
your family the comfort of knowing you are living in
a safe and sanitary home.
Submitted by Lindsay Moore, Housing Facilitator
https://www.angieslist.com/articles/8-ways-keep-rats-and-miceinvading-your-home.htm
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HOW OFTEN YOU SHOULD CLEAN
EVERYTHING IN YOUR HOUSE
EVERDAY
● Make Bed ● Clean Coffee Maker
● Clean Dirty Dishes ● Do Laundry
● Wipe Down Benches
● Wipe Down Bathroom Surfaces
● Wipe Down Shower Walls
● Clean Toilet
● Sanitize Bathroom & Kitchen Sinks
EVERY WEEK
● Mop Floors ● Clean All Bathroom Surfaces
● Clean Mirrors ● Clean Inside Microwave
● Vacuum Floors & Furniture ● Change Bedding
● Clean Out Fridge & Toss Old Food
● Wipe Kitchen Appliances ● Dust Furniture
EVERY MONTH
● Dust Blinds ● Empty Vacuum Cleaner
● Clean Dishwasher & Washing Machine
● Clean Vents ● Clean & Dust Lights
EVERY 3 - 6 MONTHS
● Clean Oven ● Vacuum Mattress
● Wash Pillows & Quilt ● Descale Coffee Machine
● Vacuum & Clean Under Furniture
● Clean Rangehood ● Clean Shower Curtain
● Clean Inside Fridge ● Clean Out Freezer
● Clean Outdoor Furniture & Deck
EVERY YEAR
● Clean Fireplace & Chimney
● Deep Clean Carpet & Upholstery
● Clean Dryer & Vent ● Clear Out Gutters
● Clean Windows ● Clean Curtains & Blinds
● Pressure Clean Paths & Outside of House
Submitted by Crystal Kruger, Outreach Support Worker

9.5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT
TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
We've compiled the top 9.5 things
to know about traumatic brain
injury, it would have been 10 but
the last 1/2 was left off because
memory is often affected by traumatic brain injury.
1. A traumatic brain injury is a blow or jolt to the
head or a penetrating head injury that disrupts the
function of the brain. You do not need to lose consciousness to sustain a concussion.
2. Each year, 2.8 million people are treated for TBI
in a U.S. emergency department. By the numbers,
every American has more than a 1:160 chance of
sustaining a traumatic brain injury each year.
3. The three groups at highest risk for traumatic
brain injury are children (0-4 year olds), teenagers
(15-19 year olds), and adults (65 and older).
4. Estimates peg the number of sports-related traumatic brain injuries as high as 3.8 million per year.
5. Using a seatbelt and wearing a helmet are the
best ways to prevent a TBI.
6. Males are almost twice as likely as females to sustain a TBI.
7. A concussion is a mild brain injury. The consequences of multiple concussions can be far more
dangerous than those of a first TBI.
8. The area most often injured are the frontal
lobes that control thinking and emotional regulation.
9. A blow to one part of the brain can cause damage throughout.
9.5. Most people do make a good recovery from
TBI.

Posted on BrainLine December 30, 2017. Reviewed July 26, 2018.
https: www.brainline.org/article/9-12-need-know-facts-about-traumatic-brain-injury

https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/home/cleaning/a37462/how-often-you-should
-clean-everything/

SUPPORT SOSBIS:
Make a donation & support the Brain Injury Community. Please send your donation to:
South Okanagan Similkameen Brain Injury Society, #2 - 996 Main Street, Penticton, BC V2A 5E4
A tax-deductible receipt will be issued for all donations and gifts in-kind.
Or make a donation on the SOSBIS website through: CanadaHelps.org
Memorial donations are a kind and thoughtful way to recognize the need to
help the living and show respect and remembrance to a
loved one, friend or associate.
BRAINWAVES
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THANK YOU TO OUR FINANCIAL
SUPPORTERS & FUNDERS










Prince George Nechako Aboriginal Employment
& Training Association
Community Foundation South Okanagan/
Similkameen
Interior Health Authority
United Way of Southern Interior BC
BC Housing Management Commission
Okanagan Fest of Ale Society
Provincial Government for Charitable Gaming
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
Brain Injury Alliance

Annemarie
was very
surprised
recently
when a
client
dropped
flowers off
to her.

CONCUSSION AWARENESS

https://www.getschooledonconcussions.com/tip-sheets/
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FUNDRAISING EVENT: THE HUMAN CONDITION COMEDY TOUR
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